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Abstract

The purposes of this research were to : 1) study self-practice to enhance quality of life of non-formal

education students in Samutprakan Province 2) compare self-practices to enhance quality of life of non-formal

education students by personal variables and 3) study opinion and suggestion concerning self-practice to enhance

quality of life of non-formal education students. The research samples were 400 non-formal education students in

Samutprakan Province. The data were collected by the questionnaire which had an alpha coefficient value .85

and were analyzed by statistical values such as percentage, mean, standard deviation, t-test and F-test

The research results were as follows : 1) in overall non-formal education students had done self-practice

to enhance quality of life at a high level, considering aspect by aspect, it founded that the non-formal education

students had practised 5 aspects at a high level and the other 3 aspects at a medium level. The highest mean

score of self-practice was mind and emotion aspect, respectively followed by education, society, health and

physical environment aspects, while the three aspects those were at medium level were economy, residence and

cognition and thinking aspects respectively which the last one was the lowest mean score of self-practice

2) comparing self-practice to enhance quality of life of non-formal education students by personal variables it

found that the students with different genders, ages, levels of study, marital statuses, incomes, and birth places

did not do significantly different self-practice except the students with different careers 3) according to the

opinion and suggestion to enhance quality of life of non-formal education students it found that the highest

frequency of suggestion was health aspect, especially health checking (n=49) followed by using modern

technology in information diffusion (n=38) and improving teacher service concerning counseling (n=37).
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